“When Park Assist pioneered camera based guidance with the M3 system, Adelaide was an early adopter. Since the installation in 2012, we’ve been very pleased with its performance. The system has actually exceeded the 98.5% vehicle detection standard we were promised.”

Patrick Trainor  
Projects Manager  
ADELAIDE AIRPORT LIMITED

The 4th largest domestic airport and the 6th largest international airport in Australia, Adelaide Airport is the aviation gateway to South Australia – with annual traffic of more than 7 million passengers. This quiet, consistent achiever has won numerous awards across multiple operational areas, including sustainability, architecture/construction, marketing, human resources and retail operations.

“Parking revenue is the lifeblood of today’s airports. So the fact our car park was able to remain operational during the entire installation is significant. The Park Assist system is also very streamlined and aesthetically pleasing.”

The embedded business intelligence of our smart-sensor system enables Adelaide to maximize efficiency and income, while reducing operation and maintenance costs. Arriving travelers are treated to next-generation guidance, which quickly guides them to open spaces. Our exclusive Find Your Car™ feature enables them to find their vehicles upon return, using a variety of Park Finder™ interfaces including kiosks, smart-device apps and enabled pay stations.

“Our Park Assist guidance system at Adelaide has boosted the profitability of our operations, while enhancing the parker experience from entrance to exit. The attentive service of Park Assist adds even more value over the system lifecycle.”
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